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I met my husband Don Paris Ph. D at the age of 21, when he was my mystical teacher of Soul Travel. When
Don and I meet, we soon realized that we had the same goals and mission: We wanted to help people awaken
to the light of Soul, the Light Within, and teach how to live in Heaven on Earth. Over time we found that our
evolution requires that we need to balance several areas of our lives, if we want to liberate our Soul. We need
to address four areas of our lives: To be able to manifest our goals and dreams. To express our purest essence
we need to learn how to rise into higher states of consciousness and master moving beyond the limits of time
and space. After Don and I got together in the mid eighties, we started to teach meditation, and soon
discovered the power of a focused mind, holographic imaging as well as the miraculous power of
electro-medicine and radionics. The suppression of this information awoke the keen desire in us to help spread
this information. We wanted to help people find better health with alternative methods that often surpass
current medical knowledge. This led us to create, teach, and promote this information world wide. See our site
at: He helped thousands of people regain health. Bob Beck in our Archives at the site. We were also gifted in
meeting Dr. Vernon Wolf and Dr. We merged our spiritual training with the imagery work and started
teaching seminars in Europe and the US in Vernon Woolf and Dr. Also available in German: The book gives
detailed step by step descriptions of how to transform negative energies, feelings and blockages. It explains
how we gain mastery over fate, take a hold of our destiny and guides us into amazing soulmate relationships.
Woven throughout this book again are many stories of dolphins and their amazing power to heal. Don and I
were riveted by the quantum understanding of the universe, since both of us are meta-scientifically bent. As a
result of our love for dolphins and the nearly one thousand hours we have spent in the water with dolphins, we
used to take people to our Dolphin Swim Seminars" in Key West, Florida. During the summer months we
offered special Dolphin Swim Seminars in Key West where we take people swimming with wild dolphins.
Some years ago we have taken handicapped children to swim with dolphins, with truly amazing results. The
more cooperative we are, the more valuable we become. The more enthusiastic we are, the more productive
we become. The more outgoing we are, the more helpful we become. The more curious we are, the more
creative we become. The more patient we are, the more understanding we become. The more persistent we
are, the more successful we become.
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Alin LEARNS TO USE HIS IMAGINATION, written by international bestselling author ILONA SELKE for children,
teachers and therapists. Not just a book, but also a powerful tool to help children deal.

When did you start to realize the power of visualization? Before I realized the power of imagination, I was
inspired to learn about it. Television series such as I Dream of Jeannie and the fairytale, Aladdin and the
Wonder Lamp, riveted my attention as a child. Let me digress a little first. The images and ideals that children
see in this modern day can be very dangerous. We have yet to fully understand these influences. I began to
realize the power of visualization when I was around ten years old. I figured out that when I focused attention
on something I did not want, I ended up getting it! To prove my theory, I focused my attention of not wanting
a bicycle for Christmas. As I expected, I received a bicycle for Christmas. Although I told the universe I did
not want the bike, I visualized the bike in the process. Later I understood that we get what we focus our
attention on. How did you start using the power of visualization with children? As I grew older, I read about
yogis who have supreme powers of the mind, and how they utilize these methods through meditation. I also
studied psychotherapy techniques that utilize imagery exercises to solve problems. When I started teaching
seminars at the age of 30, children and parents were invited by their parents to participate. Later I was asked to
guide groups of children to use of their imagination. I remember so clearly the moment when a little girl, who
was mute, first started to speak. I had asked the children to visualize their Place of Peace, and to connect with
their Ideal Self. The teacher had never had any results herself and did not want to burden the child. When I
asked the girl about her experiences from the guided imagery, the girl started speaking, whereas she had never
talked before. I could feel that she had an answer and was ready to speak. All I needed was to be patient
enough for her to articulate the first word from her lips. From then on, she started talking and hugging people
again in her life. How does it help children who have different ways of being? Many children who are very
sensitive need attentive parents. Giving space allows children with gentler natures to express themselves.
When teachers and parents slow their minds down to enter an imaginary world, to enter the multidimensional
world, they start developing the capacity to listen to the children from the inside out. By slowing down, we
give children the time they need to fully express themselves. When children feel understood with their
multidimensional experiences, they feel safe to open up to others. Please share a couple of examples. Once I
gave a guided imagery exercise to a number of teenagers in Germany. I asked the children to connect with
their Place of Peace, as well as with their Higher Selves. I asked them to commune with the higher part of
themselves to get answers for their lives. One of the children was deeply moved by the end of the session. She
connected with the Higher Self of her boyfriend, who was using drugs. The Higher Self of her boyfriend told
her how much he needed her help. This information alone gave her the strength not to follow the same road as
her boyfriend. It gave her the realization that the higher part of him wanted to stop drugs and needed her help.
Guiding children to hear their inner voice gives them the capacity to strengthen their own sense of right and
wrong. We need to listen to our own inner voice. Guided imagery is a way to access this higher dimension
within ourselves. There was another child who was afraid of being on a train by herself. Unlike India, trains in
Germany are quite safe. She used some of the techniques I wrote in a book for children, called, Alin learns to
use his imagination. Instead of avoiding her fear, she allowed it to guide her in what she really needed.
Through the process of communicating with the fear inside of her, she realized she had the need to feel strong
and safe. After her own internal processing, she travelled on a train with confidence and a sense of safety.
Now at the age of 30, she recalls this as being a pivotal changing point in her life! When we use imagery, we
not only create changes in our emotional body, but also in the real, external world. The connection between
our imagination and actualizing it in our reality is the least understood in our modern world! Our imagination
creates holographic resonance patterns that then become the blueprint for our external reality. How does it
help all children? Accessing higher parts of ourselves give us a guidance system from within. When children
learn to communicate with their negative emotions, they empower themselves from the inside out. Dr Vernon
Wolf developed a technique called Holodynamics that helped many teenagers overcome drug addictions
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during the s. Dr Bobby Barnes used these same techniques as well to help a group of at-risk children that were
about to drop out of school. After two months of this visualization, the children were back to scholastic
standings. Please share with us anything else you would like us know about visualization. Visualization is a
tool to help us create a better life, to turn problems into solutions, to create positive emotions out of negative
emotions, and to help us achieve our goals. Beyond being a tool, the imagination is truly a portal into higher
dimensions. It allows us to go beyond the logical, rational, and linear mind to create the miraculous. The
imagination is a function of the higher mind and consciousness that is located outside and beyond the physical
body. It lies beyond the confines of our brain and logical mind. Learning to use methods of visualization helps
us not only to become psychologically better equipped, but also to become spiritually more evolved. I know of
children who learned this method when they were three to six years old. They are now living a
spiritually-integrated life. They understand how the higher functions of their consciousness create their reality
in what we call Life on Earth. Imagination is truly a backdoor for our spiritual evolution. Ilona Selke is an
author, seminar teacher, and musician who was born in the Himalayan Mountains to her German parents in
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In this heartwarming, illustrated children's book, for children and adults alike, Alin learns from his genie how to develop
imagery skills to transform feelings of anger, hurt, etc. into courage and love, and learns in the process how to manifest.

The brother was pronounced stillborn by Dr. However, in actuality, he had been born healthy, but given to
another family, the Thawnes, whose child had died during birth. When he was a child, his mother was killed
and his father was convicted of the crime. The drive to prove his father was innocent gave Barry a strong
belief in justice. In high school, Barry had a reputation for being slow and easy-going. On his first date, he
went to a carnival. His date had wanted to put a little motion in his life, and they went on the roller-coaster
first thing. Barry loved chemistry from an early age, and that helped his skills as a farmer. He graduated in
three years with a major in organic chemistry and a minor in criminology. While a senior, Barry helped the
authorities apprehend a bank robber, and he was offered a job as a police scientist for the Central City Police
Department Scientific Detection Bureau. After moving to Central City and getting an apartment with a
laboratory in the back, Barry began dating Picture News reporter Iris West, whom he met while examining an
apparent murder that she was reporting. She was charmed by his honesty and stability. That night during an
electrical storm, Barry returned to an experiment after a short break. All of a sudden, a bolt of lightning
streaked through a window, shattered a chemical cabinet and covered Barry in the electrified chemicals.
Dazed, he decided to return home in a taxi. However, the taxi started to pull away without noticing him. Barry
sprinted after it, only to run straight past it as if it had been standing still. He decided to sit down and recollect
his thoughts at a diner. A passing waitress accidentally spilled the items of her tray onto Barry, who amazingly
caught them all in mid-air and returns them to the tray. The next day, Barry saved Iris from a stray bullet.
There was no question about it: He received the divorce papers on the day of the spelling bee, and because
Nora had to work, he seethed and took Barry to school. When Nora returned from work, she was happy to see
that her son had won the competition, but she was obligated to speak to Henry about their relationship, and so
Barry was sent to the bookstore in the meantime. By the time Barry returned, his mother had been murdered,
and his father had been placed under arrest, though he professed his innocence. Fortunately, Darryl Frye, who
had secretly been involved romantically with Nora, pulled some strings and was able to take Barry in. Having
learned from Darryl that the search for evidence, in that case, would inevitably lead to the truth, Barry became
a forensic scientist. After years of coming back, and failing to find any proof, Henry broke down and admitted
that he had committed the crime. The shock of realizing that all of his efforts had been for nothing depressed
Barry. On the night of a storm, Barry angrily tore his lab apart. After a long comatose period, Barry woke with
super-speed abilities. He created the ring that held his specially designed costume and became known as the
Flash, the fastest man alive. Year One Deciding to use his powers to help humanity, Barry designed a special
costume. He used a special cold cast polyester he developed in college, which could be molded into miniature
outfits from liquid material, that, when submerged in a special liquid, became sensitive to hydrogen,
expanding on contact with the hydrogen in the air. A charge from a battery-powered ring he wore on his finger
caused the fabric to release the extra hydrogen and shrink into the ring. He later revised the process, making
the fabric sensitive to nitrogen instead. He called himself the Flash, a tribute to his childhood idol He briefly
considered wearing a costume that would show his face, like Jay had, but decided that it would be best to wear
a mask to conceal his true identity. The first villain he faced was the Turtle Man. Later still, he discovered that
Jay Garrick was real, and became friends with him as well. Showcasing his super speed abilities, The Flash
was surprised when Superman managed to defeat him with just a flick of his finger. After Batman calmed
Superman down, explaining that he and Green Lantern had nothing to do with the strange creatures that had
been plaguing the world, The Flash remained confused looking to Green Lantern for confirmation on whether
they were still fighting. Soon after, a new portal was opened in Metropolis and the four men ensued a battle on
stopping the alien creatures that were now attacking the city. It was here that they met Wonder Woman, an
Amazonian princess who had recently settled onto Prime Earth. After another lengthy battle with the aliens,
The Flash noticed they were forming above the water. Here, Aquaman, the legendary superhero of the sea,
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joined the fray as the battle continued. The team also eventually enlisted Cyborg. Soon, the master of the
creatures and mind behind the attacks was revealed to be Darkseid. However, The Flash seemed the only one
conscious to see the terrifying creature enact his attempt at domination over Earth. Fearfully, The Flash
attempted to rouse his fellow heroes. Superman then attempted to battle Darkseid but was swiftly defeated and
captured. Batman then formulated a plan, consisting of him being captured to rescue Superman while the
others engaged Darkseid in a fight. Wonder Woman eventually did some damage but the five remaining
members were proving to struggle against the alien overlord. Superman rejoined them after being saved by
Batman and delivered the final punch to send Darkseid back to his world. Soon after, the seven were rewarded
and began to debate on whether they should become a league of superheroes helping to protect civilians in
catastrophic world situations. He later stated the name was under consideration. The Flash explained the
events of what had happened, causing Wally to wish out loud that something like that would happen to him.
As Kid Flash, Wally wore this costume for many years until he outgrew his teenage appellation and became
the new Flash, exchanging it for the outfit originally worn by Barry. She accepted, and they were married, in
spite of the efforts of Professor Zoom, who attempted to foil the ceremony. Barry hid his identity from Iris for
a year, although she had known the entire time because he had spoken in his sleep on their honeymoon. He
was worried that the accident had made him less human and that they would not be able to have children.
However, after performing many tests that first year, he determined that they still could, and he revealed his
secret. Barry chased him into the timestream and left him there. Barry met and began to date another woman,
Fiona Webb. However, on the day they were supposed to be married, Zoom showed up again, claiming that he
would once again kill the wife of the Flash. Barry chased him across the world and failed to show up for his
own wedding. In the end, Zoom was about to kill Fiona, but Barry unwittingly killed him. The Flash was
charged with manslaughter and had to face a long trial. He went to Gorilla City to have his face repaired.
Since Barry Allen had supposedly been missing, he decided to have it reconstructed into a completely new
face, so that he could keep his secret identity dead. Later, Barry was brought to the 30th century, where Iris
was from and had been reborn. Iris would later have twins, Don and Dawn Allen. Barry made a stop in time
during his trip to the future and met up with Wally West in a battle against Professor Zoom. There were two
Zooms at the time and they each took one. Barry fared much better than Wally and sent his Zoom through the
timestream. It is unclear what happened to him, but he does end up in the 30th century. The 30th Century was
beginning to fall apart: Flash returned to the 20th century to warn his fellow heroes. Just as he started to warn
Batman, he was pulled into the Antimatter Universe by the Anti-Monitor, where he was mentally tortured by
the Psycho-Pirate. He ran so incredibly fast that he entered the Speed Force forever. Afterlife There are several
differing accounts on what happened to Barry following his death. He has been shown to transform into
electricity as he goes back in time, eventually becoming the lightning bolt that first struck him and gave him
his powers. There was an extra-dimensional amnesiac character who later showed up in the Marvel Universe,
implied to be Barry and remembering his name as something like Buried Alien. He later adopted the alias
Fastforward and learns of the concept of the Speed Force, portrayed as a sort of Valhalla for speedsters. Barry
is shown to have joined the ranks of legendary speedster heroes throughout time in death. This still allows him
to become the lightning bolt that struck him in the chemical accident. Oliver Queen later met Barry when he
visited an aspect of Heaven following his own resurrection in Quiver. Bart again reappears to combat
Superboy-Prime once more. After Superboy-Prime escapes, Barry suggests that someone of the still living
speedsters has to absorb the whole Speed Force and cross the dimensional bridge back to Post-Crisis Earth. As
Bart volunteers, Barry gives him his suit as a last gift, to keep the Force contained, and stays behind. Barry
Allen has recently reappeared during the Final Crisis. He has been seen chasing the bullet fired backward
through time that killed Orion, and being chased by the Black Racer and what appears to be the Morticoccus
Virus. Barry and Wally accelerate one month into the future, only to find that Darkseid has conquered the
world. Once Jay was there, Barry explained his plan: Although Barry wanted to go alone, Wally insisted on
going with him, and Barry relented, asking Jay to keep Iris safe. Aware of the threat the speedsters posed,
Darkseid fired his Omega Beams through his Anti-Life slaves, but the two Flashes managed to outrace them.
The Flash Rebirth Shortly afterward, although his family and friends were overjoyed that he was back, Barry
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himself was uneasy, as he was unable to explain how he alone escaped the Speed Force, while others such as
Max Mercury and Johnny Quick were still trapped inside. Deciding not to waste this second chance, Barry
went to the Flash Museum to catch up on what he had missed. While there, he met up with his old friend, Hal
Jordan, who had also died and returned. Barry discussed his unease over his return with Hal, and how he felt
that he did not need to come back. While running, a rogue speedster Wally had encountered named Savitar
somehow escaped the Speed Force through Barry.
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4: Imagination & Creativity for Child Development | Bright HorizonsÂ®
In this illustrated children's book, Alin learns from his Genie how to develop imagery skills to transform the feelings of
anger, hurt, etc., into feelings of courage and love. Step by step processes unfold throughout the fairy tale, which teach
effective methods of changing negative states into empowered experiences and create magic.

Allowing children to use their imagination is helpful and there are many benefits of pretend play in child
development. According to Susan Engel, Ph. Creating Meaning in Everyday Lives, "Two and a half year olds
understand the distinction between real and pretend. It is where creativity, ingenuity, and thinking outside the
box begin for child development. Imaginative and creative play is how children learn about the world. During
imaginative play, children manipulate materials, express themselves verbally and non-verbally, plan
intentionally or unintentionally , act, interact, react, and try different roles. Great opportunities for learning are
possible when children participate in creative play with dolls, vehicles, blocks, rocks, cardboard, or boxes.
Employing creative thinking while manipulating play dough, creating recipes by mixing dirt and water,
working with art materials, splashing in puddles, or pretending to fly can further child development.
Imagination fosters cognitive and social development. Imagining, trying new ways of doing things, and
experimenting help develop critical thinking in children and foster creative problem solving. Imagination and
creativity are also skills that our children will need when they join the workforce of the future. The benefits of
nature for child development are endless. Because nature is ever changing, it provides countless opportunities
for discovery, creativity, and problem solving. The natural world inspires children to think, question, make
suppositions, and develop creative minds. Children can draw in sand, make designs with twigs, build forts
with branches, or simply lie on the ground and look up at the sky Invent scenarios. When your child invents a
scenario, he tries on lots of different roles and organizes his thoughts while developing social and verbal skills.
Encourage your child to play house, doctor, zoo, farm, space station, school, or store. Join in the imaginative
play by taking on a role yourself. Play with stuffed toys or puppets make simple puppets by putting your hand
in a sock. Let your child lead your playtime together. If your child is into superheroes, think of the power your
child might want as his own superpower feeling. Consider having your child create a new superhero! From
rhymes to riddles, silly sounds to phonics, games such as "I Spy" or making up lyrics to common tunes, verbal
interactive activities can inspire and nurture creative minds. Simultaneously, these activities build vocabulary
and help your child learn phonics. These games are also the perfect and fun way to spend time in car rides. Art
is creative expression that nurtures imagination, not a lesson in following directions. Through painting,
sculpture, collage, clay, drawing or any other medium, art is a way for children to work through emotions,
make decisions, and express their ideas. Manipulating art materials provides a sense of freedom yet also
encourages focus and concentration. Art activities also develop fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.
Furthermore, art activities build confidence because children gain a sense of mastery over materials resulting
in a new creation. Make up stories with your child, at times with her as the main character; other times
propose moral dilemmas. Take turns making up a continuing story. Ask open-ended and thought-provoking
questions. Asking questions that provoke imaginative and creative thinking is an effective way to invite your
child to express his ideas and share his visions, while giving him the message that his ideas are important.
Nurturing imagination and parenting in the digital age can be tough. Focusing on a screen is a passive way of
learning for children. An alternative would be to encourage children to create something new and different.
Engaging children in a kinesthetic manner using their entire bodies and their five senses also opens the mind.
Remember to allow for down time. Unstructured, unscheduled time allows children opportunities to imagine
and create. So if your child comes home and says, " More on this Topic Building imagination can also happen
on the playground. With imagination and creativity, a cardboard box becomes a whole new world for kids.
Learn how to foster this skill as your child grows. Reading together is a great way to foster imagination. Find
tips on how to make reading aloud to kids and storytelling more fun and engaging. Arts and crafts allow
children to use their imagination and practice creativity. Check out our collection of fun crafts for some artistic
inspiration.
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5: Alin - Meaning And Origin Of The Name Alin | www.enganchecubano.com
A Story About the Secret of the Hidden Power of our Mind and our Imagination. - Bestselling book by Ilona Selke
www.enganchecubano.com www.enganchecubano.comfr.

6: The Power of Visualizationâ€“An interview with Ilona Selke | The Karuna Journal
during this illustrated children's e-book, Alin learns from his Genie the right way to advance imagery talents to remodel
the sentiments of anger, damage, etc., into emotions of braveness and love. step-by-step techniques spread during the
fairy story, which train potent equipment of adjusting unfavourable states into empowered reviews and create magic. a
useful gizmo for folks.

7: Ilona Selke | Open Library
All children are born with a natural ability to use their imagination and sense other dimensions of reality. In this story Alin
and Lina are helped by a guardian angel. It's really about one of the best kept secrets in the world yet, it was used by
our ancestors and today millions of people use it.

8: Results for Ilona-Selke | Book Depository
Looking for books by Ilona Selke? See all books authored by Ilona Selke, including Alin Learns to Use His Imagination,
and Frei wie ein Delphin: Liebe, Schicksal und die Freiheit der Seele, and more on www.enganchecubano.com

9: Ilona Selke English Blog ~ BIO of Ilona Selke
Her second book Alin learns to use His Imagination is a children's book. It is very well loved by parents and therapists
for its therapeutic value. It is very well loved by parents and therapists for its therapeutic value.
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